
Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 3  

Objection Handling Hot Seat Role Play.Wouldn’t it be great, if you had the confidence to know that no matter 
what objection was given, you could swiftly and adeptly handle it?What is the route of all objections? (I don’t 
need it) Each day, we will practice stonewall, I don’t need it, and how much is it. IF you learn nothing from this 
class, which I promise you, you won’t, you will know how to handle these common objections.What’s worse 
than having an objection, not having an objection.

Review & Role-play the 1st Quarter.  We will dig deep into CDS.  There are 3 critical things necessary 
to get all the money.  You will learn the secrets.

Role-Playing is a key factor.  We will spend extra time on “Who Pays? Value? Where? Why?” 

Know what customer needs that must exist for your product’s benefits to apply 
“What it is, what it does, and why it was selected for them/how it applies to them” 

Connecting the Dots Remember, complete ownership satisfaction comes down to: “The highest use 
and enjoyment, with the least amount of aggravation, at the lowest overall cost to own.”   

We will review whole process.  The base statement is the foundation to the graph.You will learn to 
“SELL THE PAIN!” EXPLAIN WHY!  You will understand the D to I spiel and buying power.  We will 
practice take away techniques and the most used objections!!!!  Role play full Presentations….

Get comfortable being uncomfortable - Intro + Foundation Keynote 
Professional responsibilities 
How does the customer see you????????
First impressions!!!!!!
Persuasion & influence 
7 Triggers to ‘Yes’
Mirror, Pace, Lead – Be a Chameleon! 
RAPPORT, RAPPORT! 
Quality TO From Sales!!!!!!
Establishing your 3 Responsibilities 
The Credit Transaction Assume Credit Application 

The Credit Transaction Assume Credit Application 
Establishing the Merits Reading the credit report
Pivot, Red-Line, Lip Load, T.O. 
RISC vs. LA
Cash Conversion Role Play 
The Presentation – Develop a strong baseline statement
Transition Statements 
Authority and Expertise! 
“SELL THE PAIN!”

How can we use these programs as an exit strategy to limit overall cost of ownership?
Group Loss Prevention Option
How would you explain each
“What it is, what it does, how it applies to you, Trial Close”
How can we use Needs Awareness Graph to connect the dots?

LPO’s to Menu
Steps to Payment Negotiations 
Menu Selling and working payments 
Objection Handling Section:What Objections are we going to get almost immediately? 
Objection Handling Techniques
Graph points and explanations Know the Quality Car objection handler Variable Payment objec-
tion handler Know the Side by Side objection handler  

Objection handling technique 
Loss prevention options
Trial closes to make sure the dots are connected
Menu Presentation 
Cost Factors and Explanations of Each 

Bank/Credit union conversion
RISC vs. LA: Be ready to convert Credit Union/Bank customers
Know your base statement  
Objection handler - Downriver 

Finance & Insurance
Fundamentals (Level 1)

$1495 per personWithout F&I your dealerships are dead!   We will provide you 
with the secrets of top F&I performance. This is the time for 
Finance, as nearly 80% of all finance income goes directly to 
the bottom line.Your managers will learn ways to expedite 
their process and create an environment where customers 
will buy more from them.What business are we in? We are in 
the Influence and Persuasion business!  F&I Top 
Performance doesn’t hang in the balance of a fundamental 
understanding of F&I and your ability to consummate an 
automotive financial transaction. Your performance will be 
determined by your ability to effectively communicate your 
message. 
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